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Abstract
This article seeks to provide theoretical evidence to trace the origins of the idea behind the model Creating Shared Value (CSV), proposed by Porter and Kramer in 2011, whose originality is questioned according to a recent debate in the literature of corporate social responsibility (CSR) by authors such as Crane, Palazzo, Matten and Spence. Based on the latter, the article provides an analysis of perspectives and models in modern literature CSR within the creating shared value approach (CSV), meaning the value for the company and the value to society. The results indicate that some assumptions on which shared value is based may implicitly be suggested in works prior to the date of publication of the CSV model, however it discussed that this may be due to the variegation view of CSR literature.
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1. Introduction
During the development of the literature of corporate social responsibility (CSR) key questions raised by academics in the area such as how do entrepreneurs perceive CSR? (Holmes, 1976) What benefits do companies obtain from their CSR activities? (Carroll & Shabana, 2010) Who are the priority actors to whom the company should respond? (Mitchell, Agle, & Wood, 1997) or what is the relationship between financial performance and CSR? (Margolis, Elfenbein, & Walsh, 2007).

The above and other questions have invariably generated theoretical debates. However, within these there is a recent one that has attracted particular attention and which seeks to address the following question: In what conditions does CSR generates value for the company? In order to answer the above, the proposal of Michael Porter and Mark Kramer (2011), the creation of shared value (CSV) arises, and according to the authors is the best alternative for companies, which they consider as the evolution of the capitalist model.

Porter and Kramer (2011) define the shared value creation as “... policies and operating practices that enhance the competitiveness of a company as well as the economic and social conditions in the communities in which it operates.” (p.6). The authors argue that the CSV is the next step the classic social responsibility should take, which is criticized as being an attempt of companies to generate a good image, but that does not necessarily produce strategic benefits to organizations. Creating shared value then seeks to fill the existing gap of how to generate economic value for the company (Maltz, Thompson, & Ringold, 2011) while value to society is given (Pirson, 2012) from activities of social responsibility with a strategic approach.

Creating shared value is a concept that has generated controversy. For example, it has received positive reviews (Bosch-Badia, Montllo-Serrats, & Tarrazon, 2013; Moon, Pare, Yim, & Park, 2011), yet it has been criticized as theoretical concept (Aakhus & Bzdak, 2012; Beschorer & Hajduk, 2015; Crane, Palazzo, Spence, & Matten, 2014); questioned as business idea (Baraka, 2010); analyzed in the practice of companies (Brown & Knudsen, 2012; Maltz & Schein, 2012) and it has even been considered in the media with different opinions (Denning, 2011; Donaldson, 2014; Dylick, 2014; Epstein-Reeves, 2012; Schumpeter, 2011). The above mentioned implies that the proposal of CSV is a relevant topic in the literature of business administration and as such worth studying (Dembek, Singh, & Bhakoo, 2015).
This article focuses on the theoretical debate between Porter and Kramer (2011, 2014) and Crane, Palazzo, Spence and Matten (2014) specifically regarding to the originality of the central idea of the CSV concept. According to its detractors, creating shared value is similar to existing concepts in literature: “Porter and Kramer present the CSV as a novel contribution; however, its basic premises have a surprising similarity to existing concepts of CSR, such as stakeholders’ management, and social innovation” (Crane et al., 2014, p. 34).

Additionally, the lack of recognition of the authors who had suggested the compatibility between social and economic benefits in the literature of CSR is questioned: “Porter and Kramer neither recognize that their ideas about the simultaneous creation of economic and social value for multiple stakeholders have already been well developed in the literature” (2014, p. 34).

According to the above debate, the goal set for this article is to provide theoretical evidence in order to justify the criticism of Crane and colleagues regarding the originality of the idea behind the CSV concept coined by Porter and Kramer (2011). Based on the latter, a literature review is proposed so that perspectives and models of CSR are researched, in which the general idea of shared value will be analyzed and implicitly searched for, that is the value creation for the company and society.

2. Method

In order to achieve the objective, theoretical information was sought on corporate social responsibility in bibliometric and literature reviews, using databases such as Web of Science (WoS), Scopus and Proquest, demarcating the search to the period between 1953—start date of the CSR modern literature—and 2011.

The information was delimited and organized chronologically for three reasons: First, because the goal is to provide evidence that the idea of creating shared value was already working before the publication of the article by Porter and Kramer in 2011. Second, because the chronological order provides an ideal way to explore the evolution of the concept of shared value from the first contributions of modern literature in 1953 CSR (Carroll, 1999), to more recent concepts. Third, because there is evidence of previous review work of literature that have used this scheme to structure the analysis (Carroll, 1999, 2008; Frederick, 2006; Moura-Leite & Padgett, 2011; Wang, 2015).

To meet the objective of this research, the article is divided into three sections. In the first, it briefly describes the concepts of corporate social responsibility, creating of shared value and stakeholders. In the second, CSR perspectives and models are analyzed chronologically and it is briefly indicated where the idea could be located under the shared value approach for stakeholders. Finally, in the third part, final considerations are presented, where the results obtained are synthesized and a conclusion is given based on the findings.

3. Definition of Central Concepts

In this section the central concepts to this literature review are introduced; corporate social responsibility, whose background is analyzed chronologically from the past half century. Creating shared value, which is analyzed from the three levels perspective proposed by Porter and Kramer (2011). Finally, the stakeholder approach developed by Freeman (1984) which argues that groups of interest are located in two types of organizational environment.

3.1 Corporate Social Responsibility

The beginnings of corporate social responsibility (CSR) usually date back to the United States of America of half the XX century. However, there is evidence a century before of business activities such as philanthropy, welfare at work and service, which are concepts that predate the contemporary CSR, in countries such as Britain, India and Japan (Husted, 2015).

However, for purposes of this article, the birth of the CSR in the work of Howard Bowen 1953 Responsibilities of the business man is considered, as from its publication it is said that the modern literature of corporate social responsibility (Carroll, 1999) begins. The work of Bowen is relevant because it suggests the existence of compatibility between the objectives of employers and society, “the obligations of businessmen to pursue those policies, to make those decisions, or follow lines of desirable action in terms of objectives for society.” (1953, p. 6).

According to Frederick (2006) in the fifties the main ideas around CSR resided in: (a) corporate administrators and trustees; (b) balanced representation on corporate resources and (c) philanthropic support for good causes. Meanwhile, in the 60s, CSR was characterized by the emergence of schools of thought as the vision of corporate managers as ambassadors for the public welfare, referring to the voluntary acceptance of public responsibilities by business leaders.
The seventies, according to Moura (2011) were a period during which business managers applied a traditional management in order to address CSR issues; most of them following the model of self-interest. While in the next decade, commercial and social interests approached and businesses became more sensitive to interested parties or stakeholders.

Following Moura (2011), from the 90s onwards, the study of CSR has moved away from an ethical orientation to a performance one, and the level of analysis changed from macro social level to the organizational level. In addition to this, the author argues that the attention to the relationship between CSR and the corporate financial performance was transformed over time in the academic field, going from irrelevant to a close association.

During the development of CSR literature, various definitions of it have emerged (Dahlsrud, 2008), therefore it is relevant for purposes of this article to specify a single definition that serves as a thread for the intended analysis. Considering the above, the definition of CSR proposed by Aguinis (2011) “The organizational actions and policies specific of the context taking into account expectations of stakeholders and the triple result in economic, social and environmental performance” (p. 855) is taken. The inclusion of the term stakeholder somehow helps to specify before whom the company is responsible for, since the term of society is somewhat ambiguous.

Meanwhile, to frame the part of the value for companies and unify the criteria to perform the analysis, it was decided to use the version of Burke and Logsdon “...easily measurable flow of economic benefits that the company expects to receive” (1996, p. 499). Definition that lies in the context of social responsibility.

3.2 Creating Shared Value

Porter and Kramer (2011) introduce their proposal to create shared value as a theoretical alternative that incorporates implicitly the economic value for the company and the social value, since in general terms shared value refers to the establishment of a win-win relationship regarding the organization and society. The model in question arises from the criticism of the authors towards traditional CSR efforts, which are neither necessarily for the benefit of the company nor are linked to the strategic planning of organizations.

The concept of shared value could be traced back to the term of co-creation of value, which according to Corsaro (2014) in the early 2000, Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000) suggested that the place for value creation moved from the department of the company for research and development to interaction between the company and customers, creating a stream of research later called co-creation of value.

Retaking the model Porter and Kramer (2011), creating shared value can be generated from three perspectives or levels. The first level has to do with the re-design of new products and services, which should be aligned with issues or social problems, this way it can meet a new need, positively impacting society at the same time as the company generates profits.

The second level is based on the internal management of the value chain, which can be redefined in terms of innovation by reducing costs, minimizing consumption of energy and process optimization, taking advantage of externalities that the chain produces.

Finally, the third level, the development of local clusters (choice of local suppliers and/or needy communities) can help increase the value for the target communities, such as job creation and stimulate the economy of a region while companies can obtain unique benefits by generating synergy with the organizational strategy. According to Porter, Hills, Pfitzer, Patscheke, and Hawkins (2012), these three levels of shared value can bring various benefits for both the company and society, examples are seen in Table 1.

It can be seen that the term society is generally used to refer to various actors in the organizational environment, for example, residents of local communities where the company operates, school students, environmentalists, users of hospitals that could be even part of the same company. This raises a key question for companies, who is accountable? Who are the priority actors for the company?

On this point, Carroll (1999) suggests to reconcile the concept of society with the term stakeholder (interest group) proposed by Freeman (1984) to put “names and faces” to the society. This somehow to specify to who is responsible the company. Additionally, Clarkson (1995) proposes separating the affairs of the society and issues of stakeholders depending on the level of analysis. For the institutional level the author argues that social problems are seen, while for the organizational level the problems of interest groups are analyzed.
Table 1. Results for the company and society by level of shared value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shared value levels</th>
<th>Business results</th>
<th>Results for society</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Re-design of products and services</td>
<td>Increased return</td>
<td>Improved patient care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased market share</td>
<td>CO2 emission reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to set unmet needs incentives increase in return and profits</td>
<td>Market growth</td>
<td>Improved nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased profitability</td>
<td>Improved education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redefinition of productivity in the value chain</td>
<td>Improved productivity</td>
<td>Reduced power usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduction in logistics and operating costs</td>
<td>Reduction in water usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to better manage internal operation increases productivity and reduces risks</td>
<td>Secured supply</td>
<td>Reduction in materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improved quality</td>
<td>Development of labor skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improved profitability</td>
<td>Improvement in the income of employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage the development of local clusters</td>
<td>Costs reduction</td>
<td>Improved education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secured provision</td>
<td>Creation of new jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improved infrastructure</td>
<td>Improved health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How changing social conditions outside the company results in growth and productivity improvements</td>
<td>Improved access to the workforce</td>
<td>Increased revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased profitability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Adapted from Porter, Hills, Pfizer, Patschke and Hawkins (2012).

For the above reasons, the incorporation of the term stakeholder for the analysis of the concepts and models of social responsibility seeking to clarify the value attributed to the company is deemed necessary. However, in which interest groups is perceived the social value? Therefore, it is considered appropriate to include a brief history of the concept and delimit the interest groups.

3.3 Stakeholders

A relevant and associated with corporate social responsibility topic has been the stakeholder approach, which states that organizations must take into account the stakeholder groups with direct and indirect interests in and by the organization. In words of Freeman (1984), this term may refer to “... any group or individual that affects or is affected by the achievement of organizational objectives.” (p. 46).

These groups may be individuals or groups that can influence an organization, their resources or their outputs (Bryson, 1995), who have the power to negotiate and change the strategic future of an organization (Eden & Ackermann, 1998), which depend on achieving organizational objectives to fulfill their own or vice versa (Scholes & Johnson, 2002) or simply that affect or will affect the strategies of the organization (Nutt & Backoff, 1992).

Stakeholder groups can be varied depending on the operation of the organization. However, Freeman (1984) classifies them according to their location in the organizational environment in the internal and external dimensions. In the internal environment there are 1 shareholders, customers, employees and suppliers. Meanwhile, in the external environment actors such as governments, competitors, the media, special interest groups, environmentalists and consumer advocates are identified; they can be seen graphically in Figure 1.
The analysis of CSR perspectives and models will take Freeman’s stakeholder approach (1984) as reference, meaning the actors in the organizational environment that receive the social value (Clarkson, 1995). Additionally, note that the stakeholder approach has been used by scholars to define the CSV construct (Dubois & Dubois, 2012; Maltz & Schein, 2012; Maltz et al., 2011; Shrivastava & Kennelly, 2013; Verboven, 2011) which allows to relate the two concepts.

4. Analysis of Theoretical Perspectives in Modern Literature of CSR

Social responsibility has existed since the businessmen began to worry about more than their profits. An example is 1917 Henry Ford’s vision of the company as an entity “…to make it possible for everyone concerned, to earn money and use it, give employment, and send out the car where people can use it…and incidentally to make money …The business is a service not a bonanza” (Lewis, 1976). Therefore, Ford thought of his company as a means of providing value to its customers and employees as a priority and make profits as a result. Examples like this can be found if one explores in depth the history of corporate social responsibility (Heald, 1970; Husted, 2015).

However, as mentioned in the introduction of this article, the analysis focuses from the modern era of literature of CSR with the publication of the work of Bowen (1953), in which the author's main idea is that the companies have power and that their actions impact on the lives of the population in several ways. Therefore, organizations have a commitment to use that power responsibly.

From the cited work of Bowen, a number of important contributions to the theory of CSR from which previous revisions already exist (i.e. Carroll, 1999; Moura, 2011). However, the objective of this article requires the analysis of those contributions that according to their content directly or indirectly involve the creation of shared value between business and society (see Table 2). The following are the relevant documentary research findings, according to the purpose of this article.

Table 2. CSR perspectives in relation to shared value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>CSR perspective concerning the shared value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Levitt (1958)</td>
<td>CSR only if it is profitable for the company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederick (1960)</td>
<td>Socioeconomic welfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGuire (1963)</td>
<td>Obligations to shareholders and other interest groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis &amp; Bloomstrom (1966)</td>
<td>Taking into account the needs and interests of other groups in addition to economic and technical needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friedman (1970)</td>
<td>CSR only if it is profitable for the company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steiner (1970)</td>
<td>Benefits from CSR activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson (1971)</td>
<td>CSR should address multiple interests and may add benefits to the company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CED (1971)</td>
<td>It takes into account business and other groups’ needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones (1980)</td>
<td>Obligations of the company to different groups other than shareholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drucker (1984)</td>
<td>Economic benefits from CSR activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carroll (1999)</td>
<td>Compatibility between economic benefit and social benefit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jensen (2000)</td>
<td>CSR as long as it is in the interests of the company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lantos (2001) | CSR that helps meet business objectives
Milliman, Ferguson & Sylvester (2008) | Social and economic benefits at the same time
Aras & Crowther (2009) | They consider multiplicity of interests, including financial services of the company and stakeholders
Werner (2009) | CSR as a source of innovation and competitive advantage

*Note. Own elaboration.*

For Levitt (1958) “Corporate welfare is only meaningful if it makes economic sense-and it is rare when it happens. But if something does not make economic sense, either it is sentimentalism and idealism, they should not enter the door.” (p. 42). What stands out from this position is that the idealistic activities such as social responsibility just have sense as long as they have economic purposes, which is a premise of the creation of shared value: mutual benefit between business and society, as if only philanthropic activities are carried out outside the context of the organization, the value for the company will be minimal.

Years later, Frederick (1960) raised the idea of shared value in his outlook on corporate social responsibility, “the means of production of the economy should be used so that the production and distribution should improve the overall socio-economic welfare.” (p. 60). That is, that economic objectives and thus the resources used for such purposes should be used towards a dual social and economic benefit. This equates to redefining productivity in the value chain, as it suggests management of the means of production to save resources and reduce environmental impact.

Around the same time, McGuire (1963) argued that companies should address issues of other groups of relevant actors besides shareholders such as political scope, community, education and workers. Some of these elements are used as examples of favorable results in the shared value model (Table 1).

Another important perspective was that of Milton Friedman, who in 1970 accepted the integration of some of the social demands in the company on the condition that they turned out profitable in the long term. For him, social actions are acceptable only if they are justified in self-interest of companies (1970). One might say that such an approach laid the foundation for developing the idea of shared value, since according to this, organizations must see social activities as an investment and not an expense, which means, to be profitable in the future.

A year later, 1971, the Committee for Economic Development of USA (CED) published a document which defined the CSR through the articulation of three circles representing three stages of objectives to be met in order of priority. The proposed model in the aforementioned document can be seen in Figure 2.

The model is made up of three circles, which correspond to a level of responsibility that corporations should assume according to the CED. The inner circle establishes the basic responsibilities to achieve efficient economic function. The second one involves the practice of economic function with the concern of social priorities and bringing awareness of the environment. While the third circle represents the most emerging responsibilities that at certain times companies must take in order to be more involved in the betterment of the society.

![Figure 2. Relationship of the defining circles of corporate social responsibility according to the three levels suggested by the committee for economic development (CED, 1971)](image-url)
It is inferred that according to the perspective of the CDE, the priority for companies lies in economic growth, which translates as the financial value for its shareholders. But also the products and employment are highlighted, which concern customers and employees respectively. That is, that these three interest groups, located in the internal environment proposed by Freeman (1948) are the highest priority and together constitute a win-win relationship between business and society, as customers and employees are part thereof. Complementing the above idea, in the middle circle are located other aspects concerned with customers and employees, with the exception of the environmental conservation element, which regards as an external environment stakeholder according to Freeman. Finally, in the external circle, ethical and philanthropic social responsibilities (Carroll, 1979) are included, which strengthen the chances of a company to positively affect their environment.

In the same year, George Steiner brought his vision of corporate social responsibility, for him, all business are primarily economic institutions, but they also have responsibilities to society. However, companies can meet those responsibilities without incurring costs as well as profiting (1971). This clearly indicates compatibility between the financial objectives of the company and those of social nature, and the author goes further to suggest that it is possible to profit by meeting social obligations, as stated by the CSV model.

Meanwhile, Johnson (1971) argued that a socially responsible company is one “… whose managerial staff balances a multiplicity of interests. Instead of striving only for greater profits for its stockholders, a responsible enterprise also takes into account employees, suppliers, dealers, local communities, and nation” (p. 50). With this contribution a ratification that companies should consider more actors who have interests in the company is observed, but the author goes even further and includes the nation as a potential objective of value creation. In addition to this, Johnson added that “corporate social responsibility requires the implementation of social programs to add benefits to your organization” (p. 54). This perspective already interpreted CSR as a way to maximize profits, premise of the creation of shared value.

In the eighties, Jones (1980) stated that CSR is a set of obligations to other social groups as well as shareholders and cited as an example to customers, employees, suppliers and surrounding communities. Again, an idea of corporate social responsibility that addresses the needs of the partners to make profits but in turn, the obligation of the company to respond to other groups belonging to the organizational environment is perceived.

Another important contribution above the idea of shared value was proposed by Drucker (1984), who advocated converting social problems into business opportunities. This is similar to what is established in the first level of shared value, the re-design of products and services, which aims to satisfy social needs turning them into business opportunities. According to Drucker, social problems could be transformed into productive capacities and human competencies. This is linked to the second level model of Porter and Kramer (2011), productivity in the value chain, because the idea is to streamline processes to reduce inputs and environmental impact. Finally, Drucker mentioned the transformation of social problems on paying jobs and therefore generating wealth. The above is similar to the third level of shared value creation, which establishes the development of local clusters, helping to generate local employment and improve the organizational context of the company.

At the beginning of the nineties decade, Carroll (1991) developed his pyramidal model of corporate social performance (see Figure 3) which is an evolution of prior work of the same author in 1979 in which he defined CSR as the sum of four basic responsibilities of a company: economic, legal, ethical and philanthropic. The pyramid suggests an order or hierarchy of priorities in CSR, based on the level of essentiality or priority, being the economic the most fundamental, since it is the raison d’être of the company; followed by legal responsibility, which focuses on the straightforward of the organization to follow the laws. Ethical responsibility has to do with the expected behavior of the company before society, although they are not explicit rules, a morally correct behavior is expected. And finally, the least responsibility in importance is the philanthropic category, which refers to the goodwill of companies.
Where to locate the creating shared value idea in Carroll’s framework? You can see that the model is configured in a similar way to that proposed by the CDE (1971), only that in a pyramidal shape. Both models prioritize economic responsibility, which corresponds to the financial value as previously mentioned. In addition to this, the pyramid includes legal obligations, which could be linked to tax benefits for the government and obedience to labor laws, which would grant rights to workers. On the other hand, ethical responsibility translates into good practices for consumers (i.e. genuine advertising, product safety), suppliers (enforcing contracts), and competitors (fair competition). Finally, philanthropic responsibilities address aspects of social interest as environmentalists, special interest groups and local communities. That is, the model of CSR of Carroll (1991) implicitly seeks to respond to several of the interest groups, and assuming that this was undertaken it would be creating shared value.

In the early XXI century, Jensen’s contribution (2000) established a criterion of maximizing value as the criteria for prioritizing stakeholders by the organization. Similar to the vision of Levitt (1958) and Friedman (1970), the author proposed to the companies to be interested in the social aspects if they were profitable. According to Garriga and Mele (2004) Jensen accepted the integration of some social demands some to the companies provided that they were profitable in the long run.

As the CSR literature developed, concepts linked to it such as sustainability, business ethics, corporate citizenship, strategic philanthropy, to name a few, emerged. It is partly for this situation protruding prospects for strategic corporate social responsibility; in which signals shared value can be located. For example, Lantos (2001) argues that strategic CSR is done to achieve business goals because good deeds are believed to be good for business and for society.

Following Milliman, Ferguson and Sylvester (2008) the strategic approach to CSR is particularly important because it creates social and economic benefits at the same time it is designed to produce profits and social benefits rather than profit or social benefits alone.

Werner (2009) cited by Afrin (2013) argues that strategic CSR is increasingly integrated into business operations and that when it is properly designed and implemented to suit the needs of the community and society, it may become a source of opportunities, innovation and competitive advantage.

An additional theoretical framework located in the literature of CSR is the one of Aras and Crowther (2009) by which the authors claim that four actions are necessary to achieve sustainable development: (a) maintaining economic activity, since this is the fundamental objective of any company; (b) conservation of the environment, since it is essential for the maintenance of future generations; (c) ensure social justice, which includes the elimination of poverty and (d) the guarantee of human rights; and development of cultural values, through which the company values align with individuals (see Figure 4).
The authors argue that sustainability is beneficial not only for the environment but also for the organization because it cannot operate in the future without the resources of the present. Using the analogy of shared value, Aras and Crowther (2009) propose that for a company to obtain economic value, it must give value to the environment, which includes the establishment of an organizational culture to spread corporate values, as well as a positive social influence to give legitimacy to the actions taken to its stakeholders as these could affect the financial resources for the company tomorrow (Barnett, 2007).

5. Conclusions

According to the results of this documentary research, it is possible that the general idea behind of the creating shared value model, that is mutual benefit between business and society, had been suggested previously in the CSR literature. However, a possible explanation for the similarities in the contributions is the so-called variegation view of the CSR literature. According to Bakker, Groenewegen and Den Hond (2005), this approach argues that the progress of literature CSR has been diminished because of the emergence of “derived concepts” specialized in areas related to social responsibility or that even pretend to improve the previous concepts.

Under the variegation view, Mohan (as cited in De Bakker, Groenewegen, & Den Hond, 2005) believes that CSR as a concept, refers to one or more interpretations of society-company relationship. For this reason, it is a concept that refers to social responsibility, but sometimes competes with others like business ethics, sustainable development, corporate philanthropy or organizational citizenship. Then it might be considered that creating shared value is one of these concepts that are added to the literature of CSR but which can overlap with other concepts inherent in the literature (see Figure 5).

This article had as objective to provide theoretical evidence from the literature of corporate social responsibility in relation to the debate on the originality of the proposal to creating shared value concept. This required a
documentary inquiry and the analysis of theoretical contributions previous to the year of publication Porter and Kramer (2011) model, starting from the date beginning of modern literature CSR in 1953.

The results of this research can be considered consistent with Crane, Palazzo, Spence and Matten (2014) as evidence of theoretical perspectives that implicitly suggested the so-called win-win relationship between business and society was found. More specifically, it is possible that the ideas on which the shared value concept is based on were heavily influenced by those of Peter Drucker (1984) since his vision of CSR is similar to that intended by the creating shared value. It is this author's ideas in which the three levels of shared value creation could be inferred.

However, in favor of Porter and Kramer the results from the literature review did not provide evidence of a model that specifically indicates how to create joint value between companies and society, which the authors did claim. The findings indicate that a lot of the CSR literature proposed postures and some guidelines, but not as specific as the work of Porter and Kramer (2011).

In addition to the above, it must be taken into account that this analysis faced limitations. First, literature was sought only on the construct corporate social responsibility (CSR) overlooking a more thorough search of the concepts related to it as sustainability, corporate social performance, corporate social responsiveness, business ethics, corporate citizenship, strategic philanthropy, cause-related marketing. Reviewing the literature of each of the above topics is recommended for future studies that seek to supplement this investigation.

Secondly, another limitation resides in that the analysis focused on highlighting the contributions that could be interpreted in a way that relation with the central idea of shared value was found, however that interpretation should not be considered as the only possible one.

Finally, an additional constraint identified was the non-inclusion of literature in other languages but English. It was decided to consider the most relevant authors in the area of CSR since its inception in the modern era, with most of these works are written in English and published in journals of the same language (De Bakker et al., 2005; Ferreira-Mainardi & Moran Suarez, 2011). Given the above, it is suggested to consider future research works in languages other than English to cover a larger volume of perspectives on corporate social responsibility.
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